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Points of Departure. The title, in one sense, refers to several places
in the piece at which rhythmic and/or pitch unisons act as catalysts, or points
of departure, for action. The one-movement work is one of three similarly
titled recent compositions (a fourth for large orchestra is ·in the plannigg
stages, Each explores different and, for me, new ways of organizing musical
material, and each is therefore a stylistic and technical point of departure
for an extended musical journey. Points of Departure is dedicated to my
friends in EARPLAY, who gave its premiere performance at Davis on October 20.
ANDREW FRANK studied composition with Jacob Druckman, George Rochberg,
and George Crumb. He has won many awards and prizes for his works, including
first prizes from the International Trumpet Guild (1977) and the American
Harp Society (1984), the American Composers Alliance Recording Award, New
York Composers' Forum, two NEA grants, and others. His music is frequently
performed in the Bay Area as well as other major musical centers. Many _of his
works are published by Mobart Publications, and several of them have been
recorded on CRI. He lives in Berkeley, and since 1972 has been a member of the
Music Department at the University of California, Davis,
Wings is a song cycle for soprano and four instruments in which four
diverse texts are integrated into one continuous monologue, As the title
suggests, wings, in various manifestations, are the central image of the
work, The work also follows the progress from night into day, from darkness
into light, and may be regarded as testimony to a spritual pilgrimage from
despair to hope,
PAUL MORAVEC is a composer living and working in New York City, He has
composed over thirty works for the concert, film, and music theater media,
He was educated at Harvard and Columbia Universities, and his many honors in
music composition include a Rome Prize Fellowship (1984-85) and a Charles Ives
Scholarship (1986) from the American Academy and Institute of Arts and Letters.
He is currently teaching at Columbia University, He is also a partner and
composer/synthesist of Tobeason-Moravec Music, a firm featuring the Synclavier
Digital Music System and specializing in music for film, video, and recording.
Haiku Settings_may be listened to on various levels. The structural
design is most likely of interest mainly to the composer. More important for
the listener is to note the connection between the music and the poetry.
In these settings much attention has been paid to the content of each poem.
In a way the songs may be heard as a kind of mood painting, quite similar to
the treatment of much vocal music of the past.
The chill of icy waves is expressed here by asymmetrical angular shapes
in the flute line, set against the repeated motion of the interval of a minor
third in the vocal line, depicting the rocking gull.
Larger intervals and longer note values were chosen for the line
"when a nightingale sang out," contrasted by the short phrase "the sparrow
flew off," etc.
The heavier timbre of the alto flute contributes to the melancholy
mood of the third song in addition to the fact that there is a minimum of
intervallic motion.
As a complete contrast song four (played as fast a possible) displays
large skips in the instrumental writing, the vocal line consisting of only
two notes which come close to each other gradually until merging in a trill on
the word "trill."
The last song, "How cool the green hay smells," is free from the concise
rhythmic shapes which were more suitable for the preceding texts. Here all is
at rest and a feeling of relaxation is accomplished by slow-moving, unaccented
lines, the voice and alto flute rather complementing than contrasting each other.

URSULA MAMLOK was born and studied composition in Berlin. After coming
to the United States she continued her studies at the Mannes College under George
Szell. Among her other teachers were Roger Sessions, Stefan Wolpe, Ralph Shapey,
and Gunther Schuller. She received a Masters Degree from the Manhattan School
of Music. Among other awards and prizes, Ursula Mamlok has received grants
from the CUNY faculty research foundation, two National Endowment for the Arts
fellowship grants, a cash award of $5,000 from the American Academy and
Institute of Arts and Letters, as well as a CRI recording, and two recording
grants from the Martha Baird Rockefeller Foundation. Her music was and is
being performed frequently in the United States and Europe by such organizations
as The Group for Contemporary Music, ISCM, Music in Our Time, Tanglewood, the
Da Capo Chamber Players, the New-Music Consort and Parnassus. Her works are
published by C.F. Peters, Theodore Presser Co., Elkan-Vogel and ACA, and are
recorded on the CRI, Grenadille and Opus I labels. She has taught at NYU,
CUNY, and presently _is on the faculty of the Composition Department of the
Manhattan School of Music.
A Nonesuch Serenade was composed during 1983-84 on commission
from Nonesuch Records for the Da Capo Players and first performed by them in
New York City in .May of that year. This work forms the most recent part of a
cycle of instrumental works based ori passacaglia-like forms. Other works in the
cycle include Arch (1981) for chamber ensemble, Three Images (1979) fpr chorus,
soloists, and instruments, and Four Images (1982-83) for orchestra.
Based on common harmonic material, the three movements of A Nonesuch Serenade allow for a distribution of dramatic weights and a variation
of tempos which permit a good deal of internal contrast. The first is a
straightforward and serenade-like: two main ideas alternating with just a
touch of sea-music. The second movement is roughly in the form of an introduction,
scherzo-trio-scherzo and close; its more fleeting moments might best be described
as the nervous, even mercurial interplay between volatile personalities. The
biggest movement is the third, marked "Not too slow, breathing, rubato," which
with its slowly evolving shapes and archlike form has led one listener to remark that this music resembles the opening and closing of a flower or the division of a cell as viewed by time-lapsed photography--an image which I accept
as metaphor, but was not really thinking of.
In composing the work I was only conscious of working in a direct
idiom and of incorporating some of the sound world of my recent music with
an·almost vocal inflection in the instrumental parts. After first hearing I
hope what stays with listeners is the clarity of the line; I can't compose
until I've established it, for as another composer has put it, "music can
only exist when the brain is singing."
STEPHEN JAFFE was born in Washington, D.C. and lives in Durham,
North Carolina where he is on the faculty at Duke University and directs the
concert series "Encounters: With The Music of Our Time." He received his
training in composition at the University of Pennsylvania, where his teachers
were George Crumb, George Rochberg, and Richard Wernick, and in piano and
composition at the Conservatoire de Musique in Geneva, Switzerland. In
addition to a Premier Medaille from that institution, he has been the
recipient of the Rome Prize from the American Academy in Rome, in Bearns and
and BMI Prizes, a Nonesuch Commission Award, and fellowships from the Guggenheim Foundation, National Endowment for the Arts, Tanglewood, and the Composers
Conference. His works have been performed by such groups as the Orchestra
Sinfonica della R.A.I. of Rome, the Da Capo Chamber Players, Orchestra Society
of Philadelphia, Penn Contemporary Players, Gruppo Strumentale d'Oggi, and at
the Monadnock and Grand Teton Music Festivals. Two new works by Stephen Jaffe
will receive their first performances during the 1986-87 concert season: Autumnal
for Orchestra, commissioned by the New Hampshire Symphony, and The Rhythm of
the Running Plough, commissioned by the New York New Music Ensemble. The first
American, as well as the first complete performance of Stephen Jaffe's Four Images

for orchestra has been scheduled by the New Jersey Symphony for the 1987-88
concert season. Other works include the chamber works Arch, a cantata,
Three Images, Three Yiddish Songs for mezzo-soprano and small orchestra,
and Centering, for two violins recently recorded by Linda Quan and Curtis
Macomber on the CRI label.
Also active as a performing musician, Stephen Jaffe's recent
repertoire as pianist and conductor includes, in addition to performances
of his own music, Ligeti's Chamber Concerto, Night Thoughts and Appalachian
Spring by Aaron Copland, and Igor Stravinsky's L'histoire du Soldat.
ANNA CAROL DUDLEY, soprano, is a graduateof Oberlin College and
Conservatory of Music. She has premiered a great many works, including
several written for her. She has performed with the San Francisco Contemporary Music Players, the Berkeley Contemporary Chamber Players, San
Francisco State's Pro Musica Nova, EARPLAY, the Mills College Performing
Group, and other contemporary performance groups. She has also specialized
in the performance of Baroque music, and is director of the San Francisco
Early Music Society's annual summer Baroque Music Workshop. A soloist with
many west coast orchestras, choruses and chamber groups, including the
Philharmonia Baroque Orchestra, she also tours nationwide annually with the
early music group "Tapestry", and has toured abroad for the United States
Information Service. She has recorded for CRI and 1750 Arch Records, and is
on the faculty of San Francisco State University.
J. KARLA LEMON, conductor, is a Berkeley native and a graduate of
the University of California, Berkeley. Currently she is the conductor of the
Sonoma State University Orchestra and the San Francisco Recreation Symphony,
Starting in January she will be conducting the University Symphony Orchestra.
SAL DiGIUNTA, cellist, has studied in Cincinnati, his home town,
in Vienna, and most recently in Stockholm. He is completing a Masters Degree
at the San Francisco Conservatory of Music under Bonnie Hampton.
JOHN DUNLOP, cellist, began studies with Norman Fischer of the
Concord String Quartet in 1978. He continued at Oberlin Conservatory _ with
Richard Kapuscinski, where he earned a Bachelor of Music degree. Currently
he studies with Bonnie Hampton in the master's program at the San Francisco
Conservatory of Music. He has participated in master classes with Yo-Yo Ma,
Nathaniel Rosen, and Lawrence Lesser.
PETER JOSHEFF, composer and clarinetist, was born in Madison,
Wisconsin. He attended Lawrence University and completed a B.M. degree at the
University of Wisconsin, Madison. He studied clarinet with Glenn Bowen and
participated in master classes with Gervase de Peyer. He came to California
to pursue graduate studies in composition and received an M.A. from the
University of California, Berkeley. He teaches clarinet privately and freelances as a music autographer.
JANET KUTULAS, flutist, was the recipient of a Hertz Fellowship
in 1981. She studied with Donald Peck in Chicago, played with the Civic
Orchestra of Chicago, and is presently working on a Bachelor's degree at the
San Francisco Conservatory of Music.
KAREN ROSENAK, pianist, completed herB.M. and M.A. degrees at
San Francisco State University, and her D.M.A. degree at Stanford University,
having studied piano with Carlo Bussotti and Nathan Schwartz, and fortepiano
with Margaret Fabrizio and Malcolm Bilson. She has participated in many Bay
Area concerts, both as soloist and chamber player. She has taught at Stanford
University and at San Francisco State University and currently teaches analysis
and piano at Mills College.

GEORGE THOMSON, violinist, is a graduate student at the University
of California, Berkeley. He has studied viola and conducting in Berkeley,
and spent 1984-85 in London on a Hertz Fellowship. He performs regularly
both as a violinist and violist, and is first violinist of the String
Quartet of Berkeley. He is also teaching assistant for the University
Symphony, and performed this fall with the Symphony as viola soloist in
Berlioz's Harold in Italy. He also conducted Schumann's Overture to Manfred
with the Symphony in November.
GREGORY WALKER, violinist, the former concertmaster of the La
Jolla Symphony, has performed in numerous festivals across the country,
including the Waterloo, Chautauqua, and Aspen music festivals. In 1985, he
premiered the Keith Johnson Violin Concerto in Colorado at the Aspen Music
Festival. A recipient of one of the first Masters in Computer Music from the
University of California, San Diego, he is presently a teaching assistant at
the Mills College Center for Contemporary Music.
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So cold are the waves
.the rocking gull
can acarcely
fold itself to aleep
lSasho
When a nightingale
aang out

the aparrow flew off
to a further tree
.Jurin
A leaf 1a falling

alu alas another
and another
falls

Ranetau
A tree frog •oftl7 begin•

to trill
as raindrops
spatter the new leaves

Rogetau
Bow cool the green bay

11111ella 1 carried in
through the farm gate
at aUDSh:lne
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Moravec
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Stevens
The palm at the end of the mind

Beyond the
thought, rises
In the bronze decor.

A gold-feathered bird
Singe in the palm, (without human meaning),
Without
feeling, ( a foreign song~You know then that it
not the
or unhappy.
The bird sings.
feathers shine.
The palm stands on the edge of space.
The wind moves slowly in the branches.
The bird's fire-fangled feathers dangle down.

II

CREDO

E.A. Robinson

I cannot find my way: there is no
In all the shrouded heavens anywhere;
And there is not a whisper in the air
Of any living voice but one so far
That I can hear it only as a bar
Of lost, imperial music, played when fair
And angel fingers wove, and unaware,
Dead leaves to garlands where no roses are.
No, there is not a glimmer, nor a call,
For one that welcomes, welcomes when he fears,
The black and awful chaos of the night;
For through it all-- above, beyond it all
I know the far-aent message of the years,
I feel the coming glory of the Light.

III

!!.!!!!!! ill,vs. 7-11
7.
8.

9.
10.
11.

~~ither shall I go from thy spirit?
Or whither shall I flee from thy presence?
If I ascend up into heaven,
Thou
there;
If I -ke my bed in hell, behold,
Thou art there.
If I take the wings of the morning,
And dwell in the uttermost parts of the sea,
Even there shall thy hand lead me,
(And thy right hand
hold ire.)
If I
Surely the darkrwss
cover me;
Even the night
11 be light about me.

IV
from Qe!!'~ Grandeur

G.H. Hopkins

For though the last lights off the black weat went,
Oh, morning at the brown brink eastward springs,
Because the Holy Ghost over the bent
World
with warm breaat, and with, ah!
bright wings!

